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Medical disclaimer notice:
Please note that the information in this program is solely for relaxation and wellness 
purposes.

This program and its related training programs are not intended as medical advice, or to 
replace the guidance from a qualified health care professional.

This program, website, video programs and all associated content, and products are 
intended to help share knowledge about wellness and relaxation approaches. Visitors and 
customers with any medical or health related concerns are encouraged to contact a 
qualified health care professional.

http://womenandcouples.com/
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My sincere thanks 

This program is dedicated to my wife Wendy Fowler McGough, DHS – the Love of my life 
and co-experimenter for creating this program.

And to Brittany Carmichael and Trevor Perry, the wonderful hi® instructors that so kindly 
demonstrated the techniques.

And to Dr. Ted McIlvenna, President of the Institute for Advanced Study of Human Sexuality 
and executive director of the American College of Sexologists.  “Dr. Ted’s” ongoing 
guidance helped me open my eyes to a better understanding of the human condition.

And to You - I sincerely appreciate your interest in exploring intimacy more deeply with 
your partner - and yourself.  Hopefully we can meet sometime.

http://womenandcouples.com/instructors/
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Want a deeper, more sensual connection with your partner?

Many couples don’t really know how to touch each other, or know how they themselves enjoy 
being touched – especially for men.

After just a few “dates” with the Intimacy Massage course they’re amazed at what they can 
experience when they begin to get in sync with each other.

Intimacy Massage has been featured in Prevention, Redbook, MSN, Bustle and other media 
outlets.

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Intimacy Massage is an enhancement of the original “Sensate Focusing” techniques created  by 
sexology pioneers Bill Masters and Virgina Johnson (ie. “Masters and Johnson).  It goes farther by 
applying concepts from Taoist intimacy techniques with an understanding of neuroscience. 

This easy to learn course targets specific parts of your partner’s body in a unique way to enhance 
your sensual experiences.  It finishes with a couples breathing technique that many people say 
makes them feel like they briefly become “the same breath”.

Intimacy massage was created for people with busy schedules and is presented in a format that you 
can master in just 4 “Dates”.  If you want to learn a new way to connect, deepen your intimacy – and 
become a better lover – intimacy massage is is an adventure you will want to experience. 

https://womenandcouples.com/
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In the first part of Intimacy Massage one person massages their partner for the session.  
The “giver” focuses on massaging and touching their partner in ways that feel good and 
enhance the senses.  The “receiver” focuses on the feelings of being touched.  Partners can 
take turns as they like on different days giving and receiving the massage.

The second part is a breathing technique where the partner that received the massage lays 
on their side and just breaths deeply at their own pace.  The partner that gave the massage 
lays behind the partner in a “spooning” position and copies the breathing of the partner that 
received the massage.  Later they can add more advanced breathing techniques, but 
just the act of breathing together in unison can be an amazing experience.

What is 
Intimacy 
Massage?

Intimacy massage is a couples meditation that enhances connection and 
sensual expression

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Who this 
course 
is for:

Intimacy massage is for couples - and individuals - that want to experience new levels of touch and sensuality.

It gives couples a way to increase their connection on a physical level, emotionally, and spiritually.  As well it is for 
people just wanting to learn how to become more sensual.

With just a little practice, people dramatically increase their sensitivity for touch – both by receiving the massage and by 
giving it.  It allows them to enjoy sensation more in all areas ranging from relaxation to sexual intimatcy.  As the person 
giving the massage it helps them learn how to better read and understand their partner’s reactions and give them more 
pleasure through touch.  This both helps them improve their massage skills and become better lovers.

Ultimately, it is a form of meditation people can do together to create deeper connection to each other and themselves.  
It integrates the proven methods from many Tantra, Taoist Yoga, and other eastern sexual practices and presents them 
in a way modern busy couples can actually apply and use to enjoy life more.

Intimacy Massage was created to help you and your partner discover a language of touch and sensation
 - to feel deeper connection and love for each other.  

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Intimacy Massage as a couples “meditation”

The core purpose of Intimacy massage is to be a form of “meditation” that helps couples discover, and rediscover each other.  In 
this context it is not a form of foreplay because both people commit to not engage in sexual activity during or immediately after 
the session.  That being said it is also a very powerful tool for couples to refine their skills as lovers.  This is addressed later.

To practice Intimacy Massage as it was created, both partners must be willing to commit to honoring the promise to their partner 
that nothing sexual will happen during or immediately after the massage.  This is important so the person receiving the massage 
can relax and trust that there is no pressure.  As well there is no obligation for any sexual activity later unless both partners want 
this.

Many people become highly aroused by the experience.  The act of intentionally waiting till later for sexual activity can build a 
level of erotic tension.  This often leads to amazing experiences later if couples do engage in consensual sexual activities.

After learning the techniques in intimacy massage, many do incorporate them into their foreplay routine.  However, the practice 
of intimacy massage should be seen as a separate activity not include sexual activity.

For individuals, this is a great way to learn how to both experience and share sensuality with others.

For couples interested in taking things further we have Sensual Massage, more advanced programs are available that 
incorporate many Asian sexual practices in a format people can quickly understand and apply.  Click here to see them.

http://womenandcouples.com/classes
http://womenandcouples.com/classes/
https://womenandcouples.com/
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How to use this guide

Find a nice room & schedule 8 “dates” to massage each other…. 

That’s 4 “dates” for you and 4 “dates” for your partner

It’s best if you first follow the program step by step. Later after you’ve experienced each technique, 
choose what techniques you and your partner like the most.

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Do you really need to have 4 “dates” per person?

This may seem like it takes too long but if you really focus on each step you’ll get a lot more out of it. 
This is something you’ll likely want to do for each other long term, so why not make sure you are 
amazing at it.

You may be tempted to do them all in one session, or take turns during the same session to practice 
on each other.  You can learn this way, but we’ve found it’s best to follow the program if you can.

Once you’ve done this you should have a great understanding and likely start exploring other areas.

While all the techniques here are very effective, odds are you’ll find some you and your partner like 
more than others.  By taking the time to really get in tune with what your partner likes, and fully 
experience the massage yourself, you’ll be able to discover what each of you REALLY enjoy.

The only exception to this would be if you’re attending a group class.  There the certified 
instructor will guide you through all the steps with your partner and show more advanced 
techniques.  If possible you should still go back and do each step separately.  That way you can 
master each part.

http://womenandcouples.com/classes
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What are the massage techniques?

We’ll cover each technique in detail, but here’s an overview:

(1) Hand massage

(2) Ear massage

(3) Neck and Collar bone massage

(4) Tummy massage

(5) Thigh massage

(6) Back and neck massage

Plus the “Follow the Goosebumps” Game

Then you end the session with ~5 minutes of couples breathing

Don’t worry if this seems like a lot, just follow the program and it will be easy.  It breaks the 
6  techniques down into 4 separate sessions.  Each session focuses on two techniques.  
This gives you time to focus on them until you can do them without thinking about it.  

The next session adds a new technique, so by the 4th session you’ll have mastered them.

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Put your 8 “dates” on the calendar

Go ahead and find times where each partner can practice giving the massage to the other.  
Try to set aside at least 20 minutes, but 30 would be better.

If possible have each session where one partner gives the massage and the other 
receives.  Don’t do both at the same time.

If you have children and or a busy schedule, one convenient time is either when you wake 
up in the morning or right before bed.

If it’s in the morning, you might want to have a quick cup of coffee to wake up a little first.
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While this may seem like an obvious point, you first need to get a place you can massage 
each other that is comfortable and you won’t be disturbed.

For most people this would be their bedrooms or a futon in a private room.

If you can, get an incense or scented candle you both REALLY like.  Try to use the incense or 
candle each time you do the massage.  Also if you like soft background music or a sound file, 
try to play that each time.  This will help reinforce the feeling of relaxation and safety each 
time.  Suggestions are listed in the “frequently asked questions” section.

Find a room…

https://womenandcouples.com/
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What to wear?

What you wear depends on many things, if you are a couple doing this and are in a private 
area you won’t be disturbed, it’s best to wear little or no clothing.  The main goal is to allow 
the partner giving the massage as much access to your skin as possible.

Now if you are doing this as part of a group class, of course use common sense.

Also, make sure to go to the bathroom first.

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Taking turns for each other – on separate “dates”

It’s important to make sure that each person receiving the massage can relax and just feel 
it.  If the receiver can “zone out” and totally focus on the feeling when they are being 
touched they get much more benefit.

Sometimes people think they need to take turns during the same session.  While that is a 
way to do it you won’t get the full benefit of the experience.

Also, try to make sure BOTH of you do the massages, and receive them.  Sometimes one 
partner ends up defaulting to the “giver” while the other always “receives”.

If you take turns you’ll become better at both feeling the experiencing and being able to 
read how your partner reacts when you touch them. 

https://womenandcouples.com/
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This is a learning process where you discover the differences in “intention” behind the act of touch.  It 
also will help you experience new ways to please each other that aren’t sexual.  This leads to a more 
heightened state of arousal with your partner.  

This heightened state should lead to amazing sexual ways to please each other later – assuming you 
both are wanting a mutually consensual sexual relationship.  

If arousal becomes an issue, one nice solution if both partners agree, is to make a special separate 
“date” for the aroused partner where their sexual needs are completely taken care of.  On that “date” the 
focus is just on them doing something they really enjoy.  In fact, it’s a great idea to have at least 3 (if not 
more) separate “dates” each month.  One for each partner and then another for both of you together.

You’d be amazed how this can motivate a partner that’s not sure about trying intimacy massage.

What if you get 
really aroused
This program is designed to be highly 
sensual and arousing, so odds are one or 
both partners will experience arousal.

You’re encouraged to try the program at 
first without any sexual activity during or 
immediately afterwards.

There are many reasons for this, mostly 
so you can best focus on the sense of 
touch for its own experience, separate 
from sexual touch.

https://womenandcouples.com/
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For couples in a consensual sexual relationship, Intimacy Massage is a wonderful way to 
help your partner relax and get more in the mood.

If you follow the program on each other, odds are you’ll significantly increase your ability to 
touch your partner in ways they enjoy.  

Equally important, both you and your partner will become more aware and sensitive to touch.

Your ability to enjoy touch in new ways will have many benefits in the erotic area.

If you want to take this further, the more advanced “Sensual Massage” program will open
up a new world of intimate possibilities.

What about Intimacy Massage for foreplay?

https://womenandcouples.com/classes
https://womenandcouples.com/classes
https://womenandcouples.com/classes
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First Date:
Hint – read through this section first, then if you have questions have the “cheat sheet” 
notes up on your phone or printed out.  Then do the massage.

On your first date, you’ll learn the five cornerstones of Intimacy Massage.  

(1) Committing to “care” for your partner – just for their enjoyment and without obligation 
for sexual activity

(2) Understanding the role of the person giving the massage

(3) Understanding the role of the person receiving the massage

(4) The “Follow the Goosebump game”

(5) The couples breathing technique. 
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(1) Understand and agree to “committing to care” for your partner – just for their 
enjoyment and without obligation for sexual activity

This first part is important - taking care of your partner just for their “feeling it” without 
anything sexual happening.  While this may seem counterintuitive to many, here is why you 
should do this.

The goal of this program is to help you learn the subtle levels of sensuality.  For many 
people, they can’t really relax and experience this if they think it will lead to sex.  

This could be because the person “isn’t in the mood” - or because they are “really in the 
mood”.

Either way it will distract you from the experience of feeling touch.  Plus, if  you both are “in 
the mood” - delaying consensual sexual activity till later will usually make the experience 
more intense for you both.

Or it could be because they have had some past negative experience with sexual touch and 
it is critical that you focus just on “touch” here and nothing more.

So before you start each person needs to verbally agree that you won’t engage in any direct 
sexual activity for at least an hour after this massage.  As well neither person has any 
obligation to engage in sexual activity if they don’t want to.

SO – talk about the above paragraph and agree to it – OK?

First Date:
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What you need to do as the “giver” of the massage

When you are giving the massage - assuming both haven’t agreed for this to be foreplay - first make sure you 
honor your agreement that you won’t make any sexual advances during or after the massage.

Pay very close attention to how your partner reacts to each way you touch them.  Experiment with different ways 
of stroking with your finger tips, your finger nails, your hands.  For techniques that use rubbing or squeezing, 
ask you partner if they’d like you to do it harder.  Always listen carefully to what they say and how they react.  

Over time you’ll likely be able to tell how they react by their breathing.  Once you’re familiar with the program 
don’t be afraid to experiment and try new things.  Continually trying new ways to make them feel 
good can become a never-ending journey of discovery.  Enjoy the process.  

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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What you need to do as the “receiver” of the massage

There are three things to focus on when you are receiving a massage.

Focusing your attention on the feelings and sensations you are experiencing, 

breathing deeply, and telling them what feels good and you want more of.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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(2) Learn “Follow the Goosebump”

Here you create “goosebumps’ by kissing your partner’s neck, ears, etc. 

Then notice where they are on their body and gently “tickle” or stroke that area to make 
more goosebumps there.  

Make sure you don’t have any rough parts on your hands, or sharp fingernails.

 

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Have your partner lay on their side while you gently kiss, stroke, blow on or 
lick different parts of their ears and neck.  

Start with one part and try to notice if it causes goose bumps to form somewhere else on 
their body.  This tends to be on the sides of the chest, rear, thighs, legs & lower back.  
Everyone is slightly different how they react.  

Once you find the goosebump area, gently stroke & almost tickle the area.  Repeat kissing, 
etc. the area on neck, etc. and stroking.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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If you don’t get a clear goose bump reaction at that spot, move slightly to another spot. OR, if 
you have gotten a nice goosebump response continue there for a little while & then move to 
another spot on their neck, etc. & repeat the process.  Keep exploring as long as you have 
time.

Once you’re finished make sure to gently rub the areas 
where there were goosebumps.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Once you give lots of goosebumps on the first side, do a few strokes 
from as far down the ankle as you can reach to the top of the ribs. 

The first few stokes should be very light and possibly cause more goose bumps.  

Then do a few more strokes but more firmly this time to help sooth the goosebumps away.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Then have them roll over and repeat “following the goose bump” on the other side while the 
receiver faces you.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Pay close attention to the feel of the goosebumps 
and your partner’s breathing

Each time you practice you’ll learn more about how your partner reacts.  
Never stop learning.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Experiment gently stroking using your fingernails, finger tips, back of your fingers, etc. 

Later you can experiment using feathers, paint brushes, etc. 
for new sensations….

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Once you have given both sides good goosebumps, make sure to gently rub their body to 
“smooth out” any remaining goosebumps.

The goal here is to first sensitize and arouse them but then help them relax afterwards.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Make sure that this doesn’t tickle your partner too much. 
 
There’s a fine line between arousing & sensual goosebumps that tickle “just enough” and 
getting your partner annoyed.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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(3) Learn “Couples Breathing”

Have your partner who received the massage roll back over facing away from you.  Get in a 
comfortable “spooning” position and place your hand on their belly or wherever things are 
comfortable for both of you.

Now have your partner who received the massage breathe deeply to their belly, hold it for a 
few seconds and then slowly exhale, hold for a few seconds (ideally twice as long as 
breathing in) and then repeat the breathing process.  There’s no specific time frame for each 
part at this stage.  The main goal for the partner who received the massage is to just feel the 
breath coming in and going out.  They should also breath at a pace that is comfortable for 
them.  Any pace is fine, just try to breathe deeply to the belly.  What ever the pace, the goal 
is to feel good.

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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As your partner slowly breathes, feel their belly rise and fall and try to match 
your breathing with theirs.  Focus just on the feelings of your breath and how 
it is matching your partner’s breathe.  You just made them feel good in a genuine act of loving 
affection, now savor the relaxation you likely feel as well.

For the partner who received the massage, as you focus on your breathing, also notice the 
feeling of your partner breathing with you.  Most people find this very pleasant and almost 
hypnotic.  Continue doing this for as long as you like.
 
 

Now you’ve read through this give it a 
try. Now give it a try. . .

First Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Now that you’ve practiced – have your 1st date:

Commit to your agreement with each other for there being no obligations for sex

Remember each of your roles as “giver” and “receiver”

Do “follow the goosebump” for about 10 minutes

And then Couples breathing for at least 5 minutes

Hint:

As long as you’re not limited for time, there’s no exact time for how long to do this.  
Ask your partner periodically to tell you what feels good.  When something feels good,
keep doing it for a little while longer.  

First Date:
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Second Date:
Read through this section before your second date.  Then during the date if you have 
questions have the “cheat sheet” notes up on your phone or printed out.

On your second date, you’ll learn two more Intimacy Massage techniques, plus review 
what you did on the last date.  

(1) Finger pulling

(2) Ear rubs

(3) Review “follow the goosebumps”

(4) Review couples breathing
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Finger Pulling

Laying beside your partner the giver takes one hand at a time and first squeezes the 
forearm working from the elbow to the wrist.  Then squeezes the palm of the hand.  Then 
gently but firmly grasps around each finger and pulls from the base of the finger to the tip.  
Do this 5 or more times for each finger.
 
 

Second Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Finger Pulling

Squeeze the palm & then gently pull each finger from the base to the tip in a squeezing & 
pulling motion

Second Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Finger Pulling

Repeat this on the other hand.  Note that you’ll have to experiment with different positions 
to hold each hand.  With everything the goal is to make the person receiving the massage 
as comfortable as possible while you are comfortable was well.  The video shows options.

Second Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Ear Rubs
Using your thumb and pointer finger gently, bur firmly rub and squeeze your partner’s ear, 
beginning at the ear lobe and working all around the ear back to the lobe.  Then pull down 
on their ear lobe gently.

Second Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Ear Rubs
Repeat this on the other ear. . .  Take time and make sure you rub every part.

Second Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Now that you’ve practiced – have your 2nd date:

Commit to your agreement with each other for there being no obligations for sex

Remember each of your roles as “giver” and “receiver”

Do the “finger pulling” for a few minutes on each hand

Do the “ear rubs” for a few minutes on each ear

Do “follow the goosebump” for about 5 minutes

And then Couples breathing for at least 5 minutes

Hint:

As long as you’re not limited for time, there’s no exact time for how long to do this.  
Ask your partner periodically to tell you what feels good.  When something feels good,
keep doing it for a little while longer.  

Second Date:
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Third Date:
Read through this section before your third date.  Then during the date if you have 
questions have the “cheat sheet” notes up on your phone or printed out.  Then do the 
massage.

On your second date, you’ll learn two more Intimacy Massage techniques, plus review 
what you did on the last two dates.  

(1) Review finger pulling 

(2) Review ear rubs 

(3) Learn collar bone, solar plexus & chest rubs

(4) Learn tummy rubs

(5) Review “follow the goosebumps”

(6) Review couples breathing
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Collar bone(a), solar plexus & chest rubs
Following length of one collar bone, firmly rub from the shoulder sliding to the end of the 
collar bone 10 times on one side.  

It’s fine press against the breast of your partner as long as they have said in advance it’s 
OK.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Collar bone(b), solar plexus & chest rubs
Repeat this on the collar bone on the other side.  Firmly rub from the shoulder sliding to the 
end of the bone 10 times on that side. 

It’s fine press against the breast of your partner as long as they have said in advance it’s 
OK.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Collar bone, solar plexus & chest rubs
Now for about 10 more times rub firmly along the solar plexus from the base of the neck to 
about 1/2 down the middle of the chest.  

It’s fine press against the breast of your partner as long as they have said in advance it’s 
OK.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Collar bone, solar plexus & chest - nipple rubs
Then (again as long as they’re OK with this) gently rub and squeeze each side of the chest or 
breast.  Briefly tickle the nipple area (and side of chest) to cause the nipple to become erect 
(this increases Oxytocin release).  This can be done through a shirt if needed.  Do this for each 
nipple.  The goal to get nipple erect is so it sends a signal via the vagus nerve back to the brain 
saying, hey something nice is happening.  Do this on men as well, they have the same nerves.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Tummy Rubs
Beginning at the base of the abdomen, just above the pubic bone, press firmly inward while 
slowly moving your hand in a circle clockwise.  This motion should sweep around the outer 
area of the abdomen up to where the ribs start and then circle back down to the base of the 
abdomen and repeat.  Do this so it takes about a second or so to complete each circle.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Press as deeply as is comfortable for your partner, particularly around the lower abdomen 
just above the pubic done.  As your hand slides around this will slightly “tug” on the belly and 
your partner will likely feel this pulling motion all the way to their pubic area.

Try to do at least 32 circles and if you have time do 108 circles.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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If your partner wants, at the end  you can press firmly on their pubic area 
above their genitals and just hold your hand there for about 20 seconds – then move on….

If you decide to learn more in the future, this is the first step into an amazing method of 
Taoist belly massage called “Chi Nei Tsang” (志内曾 ).  We’ll talk about that in the more 
advanced program.

Third Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/classes
https://womenandcoulples.com/classes
https://womenandcouples.com/
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Now that you’ve practiced – have your 3rd date:

Commit to your agreement with each other for there being no obligations for sex

Remember each of your roles as “giver” and “receiver”

Do the “finger pulling” for a few minutes on each hand

Do the “ear rubs” for a few minutes on each ear

Do the”collar bone, solar plexus & chest rubs”

Do the “tummy rubs”

Do “follow the goosebump” for about 5 minutes

And then Couples breathing for at least 5 minutes

Hint:

As long as you’re not limited for time, there’s no exact time for how long to do this.  
Ask your partner periodically to tell you what feels good.  When something feels good,
keep doing it for a little while longer. 

Third Date:
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Fourth Date:
Read through this section before your third date.  Then during the date if you have 
questions have the “cheat sheet” notes up on your phone or printed out.  Then do the 
massage.

On your second date, you’ll learn two more Intimacy Massage techniques, plus review 
what you did on the last two dates.  

(1) Review finger pulling 

(2) Review ear rubs 

(3) Review collar bone, solar plexus & chest rubs

(4) Review tummy rubs

(5) Learn thigh rubs

(6) Learn back & neck rubs

(7) Review “follow the goosebumps”

(8) Review couples breathing
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Thigh Rubs

Thigh rubs have 4 parts for each leg.  First the kneecaps (sounds odd but feels really 
good).  Then firmly rubbing along the outside, middle and inner thigh areas on their legs.

Fourth Date:

https://womenandcouples.com/
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Thigh Rubs (kneecap circles)

With the receiver’s leg straight & relaxed, first put the palm of your hand around their 
knee cap.  Gently grasp the kneecap and rotate it around so it moves in a slight circle 
(this feels good & is good for the knee joint).  Do this at least 10 times.

Fourth Date:
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Thigh Rubs (outer thigh rubs)

With the receiver’s leg straight & relaxed, very firmly rub on the outside of the thigh from 
the knee to the top of the hip.  Slide your hands back to the knee and repeat.  Do this at 
least 10 times.

Fourth Date:
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Fourth Date:

Thigh Rubs (middle of thigh rubs)

With the receiver’s leg straight & relaxed, very firmly rub on the middle of the thigh from 
the knee to the top of the hip.  Slide your hands back to the knee and repeat.  Do this at 
least 10 times.
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Fourth Date:
Thigh Rubs (middle of thigh rubs – part 2)

Additionally you can slide one hand over the other from the knee to the top of the hip.  
This more rapid motion gives a wonderfully different sensation.
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Fourth Date:
Thigh Rubs (middle of thigh rubs – part 3)

Additionally you can slide one hand beside each other staying mostly on the top of the 
thigh from the knee to the pelvic area top of the hip.  This can also have a squeezing 
motion as you slide your hands.
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Fourth Date:

Thigh Rubs (inner thigh rubs – part 1)

Using one hand to hold the top of the thigh down, take the other hand and very firmly (make 
sure to check it’s not too hard) rub your palm from the inside of the knee up to the groin.  If 
they want gently squeeze along the lower leg as you slide your hand. Make sure your partner 
is OK with their groin are being touched as you rub to the top of the thigh.
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Fourth Date:Thigh Rubs (inner thigh rubs – part 2)

Additionally you can quickly slide one hand over the other from the inside knee to the groin.  
This more rapid motion gives a different sensation.  (Make sure your partner is OK with their 
groin are being touched as you rub to the top of the thigh.)
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Fourth Date:

Thigh Rubs (repeat 4 parts on the other leg)

Repeat all 4 parts for each leg.  First the kneecaps (sounds odd but feels really good).  
Then firmly rubbing along the outside, middle and inner thigh areas on their legs.
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Back & neck rubs
Stay laying with your partner facing you.  Reach around with your hand and 
firmly press with either our pointer finger and thumb – or your pointer and index fingers – 
with one finger on each side of the spine.  

Begin rubbing at the very base of the spine, or if they’re comfortable their tail bone

Fourth Date:
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Back & neck rubs
Start at the base of the spine and very firmly press on each side as you slide your hand 
upwards all the way to the neck and base of the skull.

Ask your partner if you should press more firmly.  Be careful for fingernails or rough skin on 
your hands that could irritate your partner’s skin if you press hard.

Fourth Date:
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Back & neck rubs

Spend extra time rubbing any areas of your partner’s back that they want more attention.

Fourth Date:
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Back & neck rubs

It’s best to be unclothed or in a shirt that allows your hand to easily move up the back of 
your partner who’s receiving the massage.  Repeat this for at least 32 times (or 108) times.

Fourth Date:
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Back & Neck rubs

While holding your partner reach up with the arm under them and squeeze the back of their
neck and shoulders.  Do this as firmly as they like and repeat several times.

Fourth Date:
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Now that you’ve practiced – have your 4th date:

Commit to your agreement with each other for there being no obligations for sex

Remember each of your roles as “giver” and “receiver”

Do the “finger pulling” for a few minutes on each hand

Do the “ear rubs” for a few minutes on each ear

Do the”collar bone, solar plexus & chest rubs”

Do the “tummy rubs”

Do the “thigh rubs”

Do the “back & neck rubs”

Do “follow the goosebump” for about 5 minutes

And then Couples breathing for at least 5 minutes

Hint:  As long as you’re not limited for time, there’s no exact time for how long to do this.  
Ask your partner periodically to tell you what feels good.  When something feels good,
keep doing it for a little while longer. 

Fourth Date:
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Putting it all together
For most people, when they take the time in each “date” to work on the techniques, they’ll 
quickly become second nature.  Once you have these techniques, experiment with any 
variations you and your partner enjoy.  Many people find doing a quick massage each 
morning is a great way to start out the day. 

Commit to giving and receiving a full massage each once a week for at least 6 weeks.
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Group classes & advanced training

For most people, when they take the time in each “date” to work on the techniques, they’ll 
quickly become second nature.

Once you have these techniques experiment with any variations you and your partner 
enjoy.

Also – make sure to take turns giving and receiving the massage.

If you would like to know more about the group training classes, individual classes for 
couples or more advanced “Sensual Massage” contact us or a certified hi® instructor at 
womenandcouples.com

This is just the beginning.
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Summary of Intimacy Massage (print this out & keep it as a reminder)

Agree that while this may be arousing, you won’t have any sexual activity until a different time.  Plus any sexual activity must be 
mutually consensual.  Later if you are intimate use whatever aspect of this you enjoy this as part of your foreplay.  Plus don’t forget the 
advanced programs.  Make sure to give the massage to each person - not just one person – at different times.

As the person giving the massage - honor your agreement to just sensual but not sexual activity - focus on your feeling of touch as 
you touch your partner - focus on how your partner reacts to your touch - learn to “read” your partner and if something feels good for 
them do it more – if something doesn’t feel good for your partner stop that immediately - ask your partner what feels best – first focus on 
the techniques to master them – use the tips of your finger, your fingernails, the back of your fingernails and your whole hands to touch 
your partner (each persons response is different) -  then try experimenting with things you make up and discover – experiment with 
feathers and brushes for touching.  When you practice breathing together, just relax and focus on the breath and the feeling together.

As the person receiving the massage – trust your partner will honor their agreement – tell them if they are not or if anything doesn’t 
feel good – this is a meditation where you focus on the physical sensations and your breathing – accept that random thoughts will pass 
through your mind, just them be as they are & return your focus to the sensations – let go and relax and breath, notice if you are holding 
tension anywhere and just let it go – breath deeply.  If you like, get a scented candle or incense and focus.

To do the sequence, lay down somewhere comfortable & private with your partner and do the sequence.  If you’re short on time only do 
each part for a minute or so, but try to allocate a little more time for parts you know they really like.  Follow this sequence:

(1) Hand massage

(2) Ear massage

(3) Neck and Collar bone massage

(4) Tummy massage

(5) Thigh massage

(6) Back and neck massage

Plus the “Follow the Goosebumps” Game

Then you end the session with ~5 minutes of couples breathing

Once you are familiar with the routine, experiment with other ways of touching each other that feel good.

If you or your partner become really aroused – agree to have a separate “date” to focus just on that. On that “date” the focus is just on 
them doing something they really enjoy.  In fact, it’s a great idea to have at least 3 (if not more) separate “dates” each month.  One for 
each partner and then another for both of you together.

The goal of intimacy massage is to help both partners enhance their ability to give and receive pleasure, beginning in a caring 
non-sexual way. If they want it can open them to new areas for sexual discovery as well.

To learn more, discover advanced techniques and share ideas click this link to join the discussion on line with us!

http://womenandcouples.com/couples-intimacy-and-connection-massage/

